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Abstract Machine Learning techniques give computers the capability to train and learn by using sample inputs and provide outputs 

which leads a model to test the test cases instead of being programmed. Lip reading recognition is a task of converting speech (lip 

movements) to readable format like text without audio. Lip reading recognition is a technology that helps for communication using 

devices. The uses of this concept are immense for the people who are who have hearing deficiency and vocally challenged. In 

situations where there is lot of noise, its very difficult to listen to each other. The noise around us can sometimes cause a huge impact 

on the conversation which may lead to miscommunication, the example can be a phone call in a theatre. In future, this problem can 

be solved by Lip Reading Recognition Technology. This technology helps one to transmit information without using vocal cords. 

This technology uses Lip Tracking which is a biometric system, it works based on a genuine system that can be developed using 

different levels of video processing, and hence it’s possible to get lip contour and the exact location of key points in the subsequent 

frames which is usually referred as lip tracking. This technology works on the lip movement and generates frames where the other 

end person can easily get the result of it. 
 

 

Index Terms- Lip Reading Recognition, Video frames. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Lip Reading Recognition technology is mainly used for speech tracking by means converting the speech into understanding format 

by externally read the developments of the lips, face, and tongue. In lively situations, where the acknowledgment of any discussion 

is troublesome, which can be visual discourse acknowledgment that gives a successful way to get discourse to get better results. Lip 

reading can be difficult sometimes because of the different types’ accents, speed of talking, facial highlights, skin shading, and so 

forth. However, there are a large group of utilizations, because of which this issue expects noteworthiness. It is extremely useful to 

remove the communication gap especially when it is communicated in a noisy place, and so forth. Lipreading is a difficult task for 

anybody without the knowledge, especially without any context of the concept.   

 

Most lip-reading actions, besides the lips may sometimes make use of tongue and teeth to pronounce a word or letter which are latent 

and difficult to disambiguate without context. Lip reading is a complex issue because of different kind of lip shapes & color. Lip-

reading is similar to guesswork and will not be accurate because of pronunciation differences, bad position of faces, having hands 

over mouth, moustaches, too fast speech, low lighting, and beards etc.  

 

The lip-reading recognition has been documented since long time, which includes the people with hearing deficiency use lip-reading 

method where it can be an adjustment to get and understand the fluent speech of the speaker. When it comes to converting these kinds 

of issues into automation there can be many difficult challenges comparing the ordinary recognition which can be audio. These audio 

speeches which has the pre-defined units are known as phonemes, mapping between the phonemes and the words are given by the 

pronunciation dictionaries. And its easy to map video than audio as a result because of the compressed video rates are higher than 

uncompressed audio. So, it’s a easy and efficient way to get the better results using video than the audio formats.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Speech recognition is used for recognizing the speech that relies on the lip movements speech without relying on the audio stream. 

This is especially useful in noisy surroundings where the audio signal is poor, and it can with acoustic speech recognizers in order to 

compensate for the poor performance due to noise [1]. 

The same two-level approach can be followed in deep learning concepts, where extraction step can be replaced by deep auto encoders 

and also Hidden Markov Models can be replaced by Long-Short Term Memory networks [2]. 

Recently, different end-to end research have been published. Such researches use either fully connected or convolutional 

layers [3]. 

The two-stream model is further extended with the state-of-the art approach for recognition of isolated words. This method consists 

of 3D convolutional layer that is followed by softmax layer, Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit and 18-layer Residual Network [4]. 

The former method is more relevant to tasks like isolated word detection, recognition and classification, also the latter to Sentence 

level differentiation and large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. however, recent publishes in speech recognition and natural 

language processing declare that direct modeling of words is efficient even for and large vocabulary continuous speech recognition 

[5]. 

A fully Long-Short Term Memory architecture is can be used for recognition, which gives superior results than traditional methods 

on the GRID audio visual, in an end-to-end sentence level lip reading recognition network is introduced, which combines 

spatiotemporal convolutional layers, Long-Short Term Memories and Connectionist Temporal Classification. It obtains 95.2% 

sentence level accuracy of the speech from GRID database, while trained on the all the left-over GRID speakers [6]. 

The new large-scale dataset has different generations and statistics, in which the LRS2-BBC feature is used to train the model and 

also evaluate it. The dataset has talking faces images and videos with a significant variety of facial poses. The network training gets 

the report a form of curriculum learning which is used to accelerate training of model. Finally, evaluation of the performance tastes 

with the models, which also includes for lips visual input only [7]. 

In most of the lip-reading models there will be two modules, the frontend and the backend module. Clip-level features, frame-Level 

features and Local motion patterns get attentions by the frontend module. The whole sequence level patterns and temporal dynamics 

of the sequence based on the output of front-end module are monitored by backend module [8].  

Cosine learning rate scheduling to perform training with end-to-end procedure is proposed by Martinez [9]. 

There is a long history of research on lip reading. The most traditional methods are based on hand-crafted features  

along with shallow models, and so on and so on. With the developments of the deep learning techniques, researchers in sthis lip-

reading model started introducing deep neural networks in recent years [10]. 

 

III. WORKING OF LIP-READING RECOGNITION WITH DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES 

3.1 Dynamic time warping 

 The distance between two data and path wrapping values from sound are calculated by optimal wrapping path and the optimal 

wrapping path is calculated by Dynamic time warping algorithm. The distance between comparison is known as warping path. The 

two paths are said to be same, if the warping path produced are smaller.  In different times two words from the same word by the 

same user can occur. For example, to can be pronounced with to or too. The time alignment problem is efficiently solved by Dynamic 

time warping method. Therefore, this algorithm is most often used in calculating pattern similarities. The processed data will always 

remain in time zone, so the sequence of data will vary at time. The following diagram illustrates between two sequence of numbers.

  

 

Fig. 2: Dynamic time warping 
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3.2 Shape template 
 

shape template with snakes is used to extract lip contours from image. The parameterized shape template describes the lips. An 

object is modelled within this shape template. The model can be made to fit the object in the image by adjusting its parameters. The 

template shape is based on previous knowledge of shape of the lips. To describe the shape of upper and the lower lips shape template 

consist of parabolas. These shape templates will interact dynamically along with image through an energy function which will draw 

the shape template on to salient features by changing the parameters of the parabolas. To produce fields containing features of interest 

such as valleys, peaks or edges are done by preprocessing of image. These fields are interacted through energy function by shape 

template. As the energy equation is minimized the parabolas will tend towards already known lip shapes that is the advantage of 

internal potentials in shape templates. These reduces the probability of shape template getting on wrong medium which may be 

possible with snakes. The limited flexibility of using predefined lip shapes is the major drawback of shape template. 

The following figure explains how templates are used to improve lip reading recognition. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3:  Shape Templates used as inputs to Lip reading.  

 

 

3.3 Snake’s approach 
 

The most effective lip-reading system is developed by Bregler and Omohundro [11] which was the combination of trained lip shapes 

and snake algorithm. Which also contains the technique of nonlinear manifolds. In the feature space the lips are represented as points 

by configuration and also the surface or manifold of the space contains all the possible lip configuration. The configuration space 

produced by trained dataset of points and the structure and dimensions points lie is induced. Manually controlled snakes are trained 

using collected data. Unknow lip shapes are tracked using the snakes which are controlled by using learned manifold. From lip 

manifold of the image is estimated back project using initial crude. The grey level gradient is result of one iteration around the snake 

points. After completion of each iteration the lip manifold gets updated by snake point projection, so throughout the iteration only 

legal lip shapes are considered. The snake is trained to converge only to legal lip shapes. The training data collected using manually 

controlled snake will determine the legal lip shapes. The system mentioned above uses modified snakes which controls through the 

use of learned lip shapes. It uses two methods that adapts to different lips without any previous training. The snakes can be controlled 

by two-dimensional pattern templates of lip edge contour instead of images gradient. The snakes should be able to provide the 

dynamics to move with the lips and adapt new shapes, while the pattern template should be able to provide stability.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 4: Lip localization using Snake’s approach on input image. The number above each image shows the number of iterations 

needed for snake parameters tuning. 
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3.4 Hidden Markov Model 
 

Hidden Markov Model is trained with visual features which has three different states and diagonal covariance with 

Gaussian Mixture Model concerned with each task which all are sequence of embedded trained and which has tested with 

view angle dependence. Visual speech synthesis approaches and the generated visual parameters by HMM which uses 

constraints of dynamic (“delta”) features. Visual parameter trajectories can predict the mouth motions rendered by the 

video. The drawback of Hidden Markov Model based in visual speech synthesis can be the resulted blurring because of 

the feature dimension which reduces statistical modeling. With this automatic lipreading which uses continuous density 

Hidden Markov Models as a pattern matching which is done by statistical components. The mixture of diagonal 

covariance matrix and the multi-dimensional gaussian mixtures are the result of the probabilities of the observed pattern 

matching of Hidden Markov Model. This method is specifically considered for lip-reading recognition where the 

independent context, the consideration of whole word, lip shape, facial expression, accent, etc. With the exception of 

some results which can be not that accurate considering different scenario all the Hidden Markov Model parameters are 

estimated by Viterbi training dataset, where a different training algorithm is used which is known as generalized 

probabilistic descent. To train this the available audio and the identical visual counterparts are synced together to obtain 

a string length which will be used for recognition.  

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Speech Recognition using Hidden Markov model 

 

  

 

3.5 Convolutional Neural Networks Model 
 

Lip reading issue can be resolved by CNN and LSTM methods, by using the excellent convolution neural networks the features of 

images are derived. CNN model contains 3 different convolution layers, these 3 layers are designed with regularization. AlexNet, 

GoogleNet supported CNN by structured are employed to differentiate and compare the performance with designed with CNN model. 

Classification model and dataset size can affect the performance of the module. Data augmentation techniques uses address data 

augmentation. Experimental studies that are based on CNN models which can be with or without augmented dataset it depends on 

various mini batch size values are to be performed. 

 

 AvLetters dataset is used to transfer learning which is supported by CNN by using AlexNet 

 

 CNN architecture is also compared and proposed by supporting transfer learning of CNN 

 

 This CNN method is not only having better performance it is also easy to develop. It provides the whole 

information of described CNN and the model which are pre-trained used throughout the research. 

 

 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) comes under artificial neural network which is specialized to maintain 

multi-dimensional and large set of data. Least layers of convolution process is used by convolutional networks which are 

neural networks instead of using general matrix multiplication. The main and the basic components of CNNs are pooling 

layer, activation functions and convolution layer, fully connected layers, regularization, loss layer, optimization. The 

learnable filter set is included by convolutional layer. The ability to learn with a fully connected layer is the structure 

layer of convolutional network.  

 The important parameters for this layer are number of filters, stride and spatial extend. The pooling layer reduces 

the network model’s cost. Pooling layer makes the system resistant toa very small position changes, the pooling method 
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constantly uses the operations such as Minimum, Maximum, Sum, Average, etc.  There is also choice of activating the 

function as ELU, sigmoid, ReLU, etc., apparently it also affects the performance of CNN. ReLU, linear function which 

is piecewise, the return negative inputs make to zero activation function and, also without changing the output positive 

input. To achieve higher classification accuracy ELU which is an activation function is used, which also allows neural 

networks.  

 The frequently used function is sigmoid function which continuous and derivable function. After convolution 

and pooling layers fully, connected layer comes in CNN. This study has all the layers and neurons are fully connected to 

previous layers. The last layer of CNN is the Loss Layer, which results the comparison should be evaluated between the 

predicted labels and the final evaluated labels during the training of the model. To prevent loss function issue SoftMax is 

used and to resolve overfitting problem Regularization techniques is used, which is important the most important problem 

for deep neural networks. The following diagram illustrates how the CNN and LSTM methods are divided into two layers 

and by layering them how we get the results.  

 
 

Fig.6: Lip-Reding Recognition using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) model. 

 

IV. RESULTS  
 

The research still on for the model for lip tracking is done for the most accurate and the strong processing model. In lip-

reading many researchers have strive to get the perfect and the efficient processing pipeline with expect to overcome the 

inherent issues. This paper quest in the opinion may not be that efficient and relevant to the lip-reading recognition results 

as the general assumptions. To obtain recognition rates the entirely different set of methods can be tested with accuracy 

which is sufficient resulted by transformation, which is very important resultant for the community of lip-reading. The 

researchers may use the plugs to track the mouth this method is appeared as the most robust in this era, then the recognition 

modules which concentrates on assuming on the plug. The CNN method introduced in this paper is also used in several 

different kind of experiments till now which appears to be very competitive method till now with the others while 

competing with some strong and accurate points on in its favor. Along with CNN the different mentioned equivalent 

geometry methods and non-geometry-based methods suggests the results from associated processing models.  

 
V. CONCLUSION  

 

In this paper, the comparison of different modules of lip-reading which contains Dynamic Time Warping, Shape Template, CNN, 

Snake’s approach and Hidden Markov model. A dataset subset from GRID is applied to generate the result of performance in the 

particular term of accuracy rate of word. To obtain the CNN features, a novel LSTM is utilized to get and track all the set of targeted 

shape points on the lips. Each model is mostly verified by different kinds on independent speakers who has different speaking 

manners, tone, accent, and lip shape for testing. From the general observation in CNN method with different types of appearance 

parameters to perform more efficiently with other types of feature, which concludes that the appearance gives more information than 

the shape to get the readings. In the final output shows that even the pixel-based methods and LSTM can be used for normalizing the 

images with removal of the shapes, with fine variation from the region of interest. The particular improvement in recognition work 

was observed with the snake’s and the shape template method. This paper can be modified with further advance work with the 

following tasks. The recognition of words can be replaced with the classifiers which will be the trained visemes for recognition. These 

can be the smallest units of the visuals which can be distinguished in reading the lips and it can be similar to audio speech phonemes. 

On the other hand, as per the observation the shape normalized appearance also performs similar to CNN feature, it is equivalent to 

its inner appearance of the mouth area which contains most affective information, despite the fact that further researches will need to 

examine these features on the designed on the inner appearance of the mouth with helps to get the perfect readings for better results. 
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